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Free boundary problem from stochastic lattice gas model T In the context of hydrodynamic limits, various types of nonlinear partial differential equations are derived from the underlying microscopic particle models with stochastic dynamics via a suitably taken long-. time and large-space scaling limit, see [16] . The equations obtained in the limit describe the evolution law of local density of conserved quantities at the macroscopic level. When a medium is accompanied by a change of phases, the process of diffusion or heat conduction in it are mathematically formulated as the Stefan problem, see, e.g., [2, 5, 13, 14] . Typical example is a liquid-solid system. The sharp transition from one phase to the other gives rise to idealized interfaces called free boundaries whose locations are not a priori known. The aim of this article is to derive the free boundary problem from certain microscopic particle systems. Now we broadly mention the microscopic model which we shall explore. We consider a liquid-solid system, which is sometimes symbolically called water-ice system. To model such system, two types of particles, called "water" and "ice" located on a square lattice, are introduced.
The dynamics of water particles are the exclusion processes with speed change, in other words, the stochastic lattice gases. We shall discuss two kinds of models. In the first model, we assume that ice particles never move. Then, at a microscopic level, two large regions, respectively, consisting of one of the two types of particles, are formed and separated by transition regions which vaguely look surfaces. The interactions between distinct types of particles occur only through such surfaces. We study the system with melting of a solid; namely, when a water particle jumps onto the site where an ice particle already occupies, the water particle disappears at once, while the ice particle disappears and the site simultaneously becomes vacant right after having the £th visit from water particles. [11] from one-dimensional symmetric simple exclusion process added one particle which feels, in contrast to the other particles, a constant external driving force. [ 1 ] studied annihilating particles' system, called "A + B ~ 0", consisting of two types A and B. Another approach was taken in [8] to the motion of interfaces starting from the microscopic models. We assume the gradient condition. Without such condition, the hydrodynamic limit for systems with single type of particles was proved by [7] assuming that the reversible measures of dynamics are Bernoulli. Generalization of our result to such non-gradient system looks rather hard at this moment. where the configuration is obtained from ~ after a water particle jumps from the site x to y under the following rule: If another water particle already occupies the site y, the jump is suppressed (by exclusion rule). If there is no particle at y, or if there is an ice particle at y, the water particle at x jumps to y and the site x becomes vacant. In the latter case, the state of the ice particle increases by 1 where n denotes the unit normal vector directed to L(t), V is the velocity to the direction n and VP+(p) is the limit of the gradient of P + ( p ) at 9 when approached from Indeed, if the interface E (t) separating the liquid region L(t) and the solid region Set) := 1rd B U ~(t){ is sufficiently smooth, one can easily derive (2.6) for the enthalpy function defined by aCt, 0) := p(t, 9 ) , e E ,C(t), and :_ -.~, () E Set), from these classical equations by means of the integration by parts formula, see [2, 13] . The speeds of loosing masses of water and ice at ~ (t ) are given by n . V P + (p ) and -V, respectively.
Since the loosing speed for water is l times faster than that for ice, we have the last condition, which is called the free boundary Stefan condition, as a result of the balance between these two melting speeds. (ii) Q_P{(a., jr); = a(t, 9) d03B8 for some a(t, 9) E [-l, 1]} = l.
(iii)
x ) j do dp)
The assertion (i) of this proposition is a consequence of the rest of assertions, since {2~}~ is tight and its limit Q P is uniquely characterized by (ii) and (iii = dt d03B803C0t,03B8(da) for some 03C0t,03B8} = 1.
(ii) =~,0)~ = 1.
Proof -The limits are taken twice along N"' -~ oo and then K" ~ oo. [20] , Lemma 7.8;  see also [ 18] , Lemma 7.4. 0 We are now at the position to give the proof of Proposition 5.1 (iii). To this end, we continue the computations of Ai 1 and A2 taking with N* = A~ and K* = K" . holds. The configuration 17x;y is obtained from 17 after a (water or ice) particle located at x jumps to y. A water particle can jump to neighboring vacant sites with rates cx y (r~+) . When a water particle jumps to the site where an ice particle or a particle in an intermediate state occupies or when an ice particle jumps to the site where a water particle occupies, the water particle dies while the label of the ice particle or where n denotes the unit normal vector directed to Let), V is the velocity of Z (t) to the direction n and VP+(p+) (respectively VP'(~")) is the limit of the gradient of P + ( p + ) (respectively P -( p -) ) at 9 E when approached from ,C(t) (respectively s(t)). The enthalpy function defined by a(t, ()) := p+(t, ()), () E ,C(t), and := -p-(t, 6~) -~ + 1,0 E gives the solution of (2.6 
